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ABSTRACT

The development of cost estimating methods has been the most
neglected phase of highway engineering.

Overlooked in particular

has been the development of an easily understood and easily applied
method of estimating the costs of the drilling and blasting operations
involved in a highway through-cut excavation in rock.
This investigation developed such a method by adapting and applying
recent developments in the blasting planning field.

The study was

limited to small diameter blastholes and excavations in lifts of less
than thirty feet.

Normal efficient construction practices were presumed.

It was found from the investigation that the blast geometry and,
subsequently, the costs involved can be related to the diameter of the
explosive utilized.

The amount of explosive per unit volume of rock

increased as the explosive diameter increased.

At the same time, the

required total linear feet of blast hole decreased as the explosive
diameter increased.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Highway construction has increased greatly in the past few years,
and, with the anticipated increase of automobiles and trucks, we can
look forward to continuing growth.

Making cost estimates on the rapidly

expanding highway construction program is one of the most neglected
phases of highway engineering.

Perhaps the most neglected has been

estimating the cost of drilling and blasting rock.

More rigid require

ments have been imposed on highway alignment, and as a result, consider
ably more rock excavation is required in order to go through rock
formations which were bypassed by our earlier roads .
At present, cost estimates of rock excavation on construction
projects are either roughly estimated by the more or less arbitrary
assumption of a powder factor (ratio of cubic yards of rock removed to
the pounds of explosive required), or prepared in great detail by
laying out a firing plan, calculating equipment and materials, and test
shooting to adjust for varying conditions.

Neither of these methods is

satisfactory to the cost estimator, the first having the possibility of
large error, and the second requiring too much effort and cost when we
consider the fact that only one of the several bidders can win the
contract award.

This investigation is directed toward the adaptation

and application of recent developments in the explosives planning field
in order to develop a method of cost estimation applicable to highway
through-cut rock excavation.

The method must have only a reasonably

small error and must not be unduly time-consuming or costly.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter reviews literature in highway construction, blasting,
mining, cost estimating, construction estimating, and related areas per
taining to the problem.

The first part of the chapter will related to

cost estimating in general, followed by drilling and blasting practices.
At the end of the chapter, there will be a summary and implications.

A.

COST ESTIMATING
Cost estimating, as applied to the construction industry, is de

fined by Pulver (28) as the process of calculating the quantities and
costs of various items entering into the work.

As the estimate is made

before the work is done, it is only a probable and never an actual figure.
The true cost will be known only after the project has been completed.
There are two types of estimates, approximate estimates and de
tailed estimates.

The purpose for which the estimate is being pre

pared determines the type (25, p. 1).

Approximate estimates are used

for future planning in the preliminary stages of a project.

They are

not accurate enough for bid purposes. The detailed estimate which con
siders the costs of material, construction equipment, labor, overhead,
and profit is used for the purpose of submitting a bid on a construction
project (25, p. 2), and to appraise bids submitted for a project.

The

owner, whether an individual or a government agency, must be able to
scrutinize submitted bids to see if they are reasonable in their material
and cost figures.

This means that the owner or his engineer must have a

method of preparing the bid.
In the November 1962 ROADS AND STREETS magazine, Bernard Atkin
pointed out that making cost estimates for the construction of highway
projects is one of the most neglected phases of highway engineering.
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This is due to indifference in the development of methods for making
estimates (7).

He also indicated that estimates prepared by state and

other government agencies are not realistic.

The cost estimates he

cited were much too high, resulting in an unfair appraisal of bids sub
mitted.

It has been estimated by responsible authorities that the State

of Illinois saved eight and one half million dollars in the ten years
preceding 1962 by perfecting estimating procedures, and using their own
estimates to reject bids appearing too high in comparison (7, p. 45).
Several sources aid in preparation of the drilling and blasting
portion of an excavation bid.
preparing the bid is one.

The past experience of the individual

Construction records of companies, which were

engaged in a similar project in the same general location, is another.
In the highly competitive construction industry this source may not be
available to competitor companies.

One of the most valuable sources is

the service available from material and equipment suppliers.

The ex

plosive manufacturers, drilling machine manufacturers, and makers of
drill steel and bits, all have field men who have wide experience and
knowledge in the area of drilling and blasting planning and practice.
Of course, the object of their very valuable service is to encourage their
clients to utilize the manufacturer's products (29).
Another area of information on preparing estimates is found in the
many texts and manuals on construction estimates and methods.

Du Pont

has published and made available to the industry a handbook on blasting
(10).

K. H. Frankel, in Sweden, has accumulated and edited a series of

studies on factors in rock blasting and published them in three volumes
(13).

Peurifoy, Pulver, and Dallavia have produced texts of methods

and costs on many construction operations.

Excavation is mentioned in

most, but greater attention is given the loading and hauling operations
involved (24, 25, 28).
Volumes dealing principally with excavation are available.

Carson

has a very good volume on excavation with emphasis on machinery appli
cation; but in the area of drilling and blasting in rock excavation it
is too general (8).

H. L. Nichols has a more elaborate work on excavation

methods, but he too slights rock excavation (22).

H. P. Gillette has

written two volumes that deal mainly with rock excavation and cost data,
but the first was in 1916 and the latter in 1923 (14, 15).

While some

of his material may still be pertinent, the great increase in drilling
machine capacity, improved drill steel and bits, and improved explosives
require information applicable to current and future material, equipment
and projects.

The Manual on Rock Blasting, edited by Frankel, indicates

that the planning and estimating of rock excavation projects must be
planned at the technical level by the engineers, and not left to powder
foremen or powder "monkeys" (13, p. 8:01-5).

In many instances the over

all constructional viewpoints are not in conformity with the purely
technical requirements for blasting.

It is essential to have a full

understanding of the constructional viewpoint, which the blasting crew
does not possess.

B.

DRILLING AND BLASTING PRACTICE
Many variables influence the preparation of accurate and practical

estimates in drilling and blasting practice.

They all influence the

method of doing the work, which in turn affects the costs of the
operation.

A few of the variables are:

the nature of the rock, the type

and location of the work, drilling machines utilized, and the type,
amount and method of firing

of explosives.
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The type of drilling machine utilized will have an influence on the
costs.

Three types of drilling machines are used in rock excavation in

highway grading.

These are the hand-held jack hammer, the wagon-mounted

drifter, and the crawler-mounted drifter.

There are many variations and

classes in each of these three classifications.
The drills in each of these three classifications have distinctive
uses.

The hand held drills are used for secondary blasting and small

diameter shallow holes.
depth and small diameter.

The wagon drills are limited to holes of medium
The crawler-mounted drills can drill holes of

a wider range of depths and diameters.
There is a great difference in the cost range of the three areas.
The initial cost of the hand-held machine varies from $340.00 to
$700.00*

the wagon drills range from $1,500.00 to $5,000.00, and the

crawler mounted drills vary from $15,000.00 to $32,000.00.

The cost

of operation varies with the size and depth of the hole being drilled,
and increases as the hole diameter is increased.
can be expected to drill at a faster rate.

The larger machines

Contractors are blasting

rock from all sizes of blast holes - from 1%" up through 9"- with
drills that put down holes rapidly and move quickly between holes . The
question of hole diameter is completely fluid.

Each contractors has a

favorite diameter, and he is sure it is the best size (29, 30).
A wide range of explosives is utilized in highway construction.
The type chosen for a particular job will be influenced by the variables
mentioned earlier.

They include:

costs, rock type and condition,

fragmentation desired, and moisture conditions encountered.
types of explosives are:

The general

straight dynamites, ammonia dynamites,
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semi-gelatins, gelatins, fertilizer-grade ammonium-nitrate blasting
agents, and slurries, the cost for which vary considerably.
The dynamites have the greatest versatility in blasting appli
cations . The costly gelatins by being very dense and relatively water
proof are utilized for extremely hard tough rock and where moisture is
encountered in quantity.

The AN blasting agents are the lightest and

possess almost no water resistance, but are very inexpensive.

Slurries

are a relatively inexpensive but dense mixture of TNT, ammonium nitrate,
and water .
There has been a tremendous increase in the amount of inexpensive
AN blasting agents used in the construction industry in the United
States.
used.

In 1961, 236 million pounds of construction explosives were
Of this amount, 116 million pounds or 49% was the AN mixtures

(30) . It has been suggested that the biggest advantage of the AN blasting
agents is the cost.

Under certain conditions it is claimed that it costs

a contractor 20c a yard blasting with 60% gelatin dynamite, while he can
do the same job with an AN-FO blasting agent for 5q a yard (30).

The

AN-FO mixture has become so popular in the industry, that the contractors
desire to use it in almost every case (29).
When choosing an explosive for a job, there are certain character
istics which are important in the selection.
are:

The most important ones

strength, density, velocity of reaction, water resistance and

sensitivity.

Strength, density, and velocity are the three properties

that determine the amount of energy potentially available in an explosive.
Water resistance refers to an explosive's ability to perform after ex
posure to moisture.
quently encountered.

This is important in highway cuts, as water is fre
Sensitivity refers to the ability by which the

reaction of an explosive is initiated and propogated.
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The cost of the primary blast in rock excavation steins from the
blast design.

The cost of secondary blasting also results from the de

sign of the primary blast.

The blast design determines not only the

amount of drilling to be done by calculating the geometry of the blast
volume, but also the amount of explosive to be placed in each hole.
At present, the most common method of blast design is to select by
judgment a powder factor for the job at hand.

The powder factor is

the amount of powder or explosive in pounds estimated necessary to break
up one cubic yard of rock to the desired fragmentation.

When the powder

factor has been estimated, the blast area is drilled with holes to
distribute the powder throughout the mass at the ratio determined.

The

powder factor ranges from approximately 0.5 to 2.5 pounds per cubic yard
in open cut excavations (29) . The ability to estimate the correct powder
factor comes with experience.

As a blaster encounters different types

of rock and utilizes various explosives he gradually learns what he can
reasonably except with a combination of each.

He recognizes the hole

diameter necessary to gain the density estimated desirable to fracture a
certain type of rock.
It takes many different blasting jobs and many years to gain the
skill necessary to be reasonably accurate at estimating powder factors.
The estimator will examine the number of cubic yards to be
excavated, apply the powder factor to the volume, and arrive at the
pounds of explosives to include in the estimate.

The actual blast

dimensions are usually determined only when the job begins.

Blast holes

must be located, drilled, loaded, fired, and then adjusted to the di
mensions and load density required to meet the desired results. More
often than not, the amount of explosive needed exceeds the amount of the
estimate.

If the estimator misjudges the powder factor, and figures too
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high a cost for explosives in his bid his competitor will probably re
ceive the contract.
There have been many blasting formulas presented to the industry
during the past 50 years.

Because the studies of rock mechanics and ex

plosive physics have only recently been expanded, most of the proposed
formulas are empirical in nature.

What most of the advocates of these

formulas have done is to try to reduce the years of experience and
practice to simple arithmetic.
In 1916, Gillette critized the "Crater Theory" of blasting which
assumed that a single blast hole would form a crater with sides at
approximately a 45 degree angle with the surface (see Figure 1).

The

formula presented for the volume of the crater is:
V = 1/3 L x T T L2 = L 3 (nearly)
The volume of rock loosened by one charge so as to form a funnel crater
is:
V = mL3
According to Shoen, m = 0.4 for tough, soft rock
m «= 0.9 for hard, brittle rock
Gillette took exception to this formula for two reasons.

First, it

assumes that only one charge of an explosive is fired at a time.
Second, it assumes that the rock is homogenous and has no seams or
cracks (14, p. 464).
Anderson presented an assortment of figures leading to a suggested
blast design, in a study on highway grading in 1932 (3, p. 301).

He

indicated that the suggestions are for trial use where the depth of cut
is between 5 and 20 feet.

His recommendations were:

Burden ■ 2/3 of hole depth
Spacing ■ 3/4 of hole depth
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Subdrilling = 1/3 of spacing
Powder factor = 1 to 1% pounds of 40% straight dynamite per cubic
yard.
Anderson (3) does not refer to a recommended hole diameter in his
suggestions.
Young, in 1946 (35) in his chapter on blasting rock, offers some
suggestions on blast design.

While the book is directed towards mining,

it can be used by construction blasters to some extent.

He recommends

that the burden be equal to the hole depth or vary to some fractional
part of the hole depth D, as: 0.75D, 0.5D, 0.33D, or 0.25D.

When it is

desired to gain small fragmentation, 0.33D or 0.25D should be used
(35, p. 145) . The spacing between holes will vary between one and two
times the burden.
sired.

The value to be used is determined by the result de

For tough, solid rock to be broken into small sizes, use hole

spacing equal to the burden.

As larger sizes are acceptable, hole

spacing up to two times the burden may be used (35, p. 146) .
0. Anderson (4) introduced an empirical formula based on prevailing
practice at many different mines.
of blast holes.

The formula applied to many thousands

When all the examples were considered, he found that

the burden given to a hole was in proportion to the square root of the
projected area (diameter by length) of the hole, and the formula due to
this relationship was:
B = c

~^DL

where

B = burden in feet
D = diameter in feet
c *> a coefficient to be determined
On further application, Anderson found that the c value was constant in
most cases.

He also found that the value of the coefficient was such that
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it could be contained in the formula, if the diameter was written in
inches and the remaining figures remained in feet.

Thus, the formula

becomes (4, p. 116):
feet, where
L = length of hole in feet
d = diameter of hole in inches
G. L. Spaeth, of the Monsanto Chemical Company, suggested a formula
to be used with ammonia nitrate explosives (31).

It was as follows:

CR = critical radius, a number expressed as feet per inch of bore
hole

diameter

K = 0.8 (average for most rock)
Pe = peak explosion pressure of the explosive (PSI)
S = ultimate tensile strength of rock (PSI)
According to Spaeth the above formula may not be valid for small diameter
boreholes because the volume of the hole probably changes before the hole
reaches the ideal peak pressure utilized in the formula.

The formula is

also questionable when firing multi-delay type blasts with intervals
less than ten milliseconds.

When firing the blast simultaneously, the

value for the critical radius may be increased from one to one and a half
times.
R. L. Ash has developed certain relationships by studying all types
of blasts and reducing their dimensions by statistics to averages.

For

simplicity and convenience in comparing variable conditions, he adopted
the following geometric ratios (See Figure 2 and Appendix A for symbol
explanations):
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- B--4

L = DEPTH OF LIFT, FT.
J = DEPTH OF SUBDRILL, FT.
B = BURDEN, FT.
T = STEMMING, FT.
PC = POWDER COLUMN, FT.
H = DEPTH OF HOLE, FT.
De = DIAMETER OF EXPLOSIVE, IN.

BLAST HOLE DIMENSIONS
FIGURE 2
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Subdrilling ratio,

Stemming ratio,

\

Hole depth ratio,

K„ “ H
B

Burden ratio,

Kg = B_
^
De

- 1
B

(5, 6)

In examining the above ratios, Ash found that the subdrilling ratio
(Kj.) had a mode of 0.243 and mean of 0.284.

He chose to use 0.3 for

practical convenience.

Langefors, in Sweden, also suggested 0.3 be

used (13, p. 6:05-13).

For the stemming ratio (K^,) , Ash and Pearse

computed a value where the mode = 0.652 and the mean = 0.735.

For

practical convenience a value of 0.666 or two-thirds was adopted.

In

most cases the hole depth ratio (K^) was found to vary from one to
approximately four with the mode = 2.6.

The burden ratio (Kg) was

found by Ash to vary in most conditions from 20 to 40, dependent on
the explosive grade and rock type.
1.7 to 3.3, with 2.5 as the average.

By dividing by 12, Kg varies from
To maintain mathematical

correctness the number of 12 was included in the ratio.

B, the burden,

is normally referred to in feet units and De, the explosive's diameter
is normally referred to in inches.
pressed as:
Burden

Thus the relationships are ex

(see Figure 2)
=

B= 2.5 De feet

Subdrilling =

J = 1/3 B feet

Stemming

T = 2/3 B feet

=

Hole depth = H, varies from IB to 4 B , with 2.6B the mode, feet
Depth of lift = L = H-J = H - 1/3B feet
There are other factors which affect blast planning with the re
sulting effect upon costs.

Fragmentation can influence the cost of all

subsequent operations.

By drilling holes closer and loading holes

heavier, greater fragmentation can be produced.

This can increase

shovel production, or it might enable the loading and hauling operation
to be undertaken with scrapers.

Either way, it means a higher rate of

production with reduced costs can be expected.

The reduced costs on the

loading and hauling portion can more than offset the increased cost of
heavier shooting of the rock in many cases (30) .
Specifications on a through-cut project may cause increased drilling
and blasting costs.

Neat lines and slope ratios established to prevent

erosion and maintain slope stability in certain rock types, are an
example (21, p. 65).

Normally the contract does not pay for overbreak,

which would be a needless expense to the contractor.

These factors call

for closer drilling and lighter shooting, which can result in higher
costs (8, p . 316).

C.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
A review of literature in highway construction, blasting, mining,

estimating and related areas failed to uncover an easily understood and
easily applied method of estimating the primary blasting costs of a
highway through-cut.

The literature search revealed that required in

formation may be found, but only at the cost of a lengthy search through
many sources.

Even then, the information to be found will be of a

general nature and more inclined towards mining methods, than to con
struction applications.
It is evident that the drilling and blasting involved in highway
grading is very different from that encountered in mining and quarrying.
(3, p. 295)

The increase in highway and turnpike construction, in which

grades are reduced, roadbeds widened, and curves lengthened or eliminated,
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has greatly increased the utilization of explosives.

This in turn

requires that new methods of estimating blasting costs and methods of
explosive employment should be devised, which will particularly apply to
highway grade construction efforts.
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DISCUSSION

To arrive at a valid method for estimating drilling and blasting
costs on a highway through-cut requires a close study of the variables
influencing the costs . After the essential variables have been con
sidered it may be possible to devise formulas or graphic type aids to
calculate accurate quantities of material and effort.

Once the amounts

of materials and effort are known it will require only that units be
multiplied by current price and wage scales to arrive at a probable cost
estimate.

Of course appropriate consideration must be given to overhead

and profit.
After a discussion of the variables relating to the problem, the
basic relationships presented by Ash (5, 6) were selected to be further
explored for possible adoption to a highway through-cut rock excavation.
Example problems will then be presented utilizing the evolved information,
and illustrating the sensitivity of cost estimates to errors in the
judgment factors which must be applied.

A . GENERAL
The object of a successful blasting operation is to reduce the mass
of material into fragments of a size that can be efficiently handled
during the successive construction operations.

The blasting operation

has been overlooked by most contractors in the past (17, p. 27).

They

have viewed the blasting operation as the immediate loosening of the
massive material at the lowest possible cost without regard to frag
mentation size.

Their over-concern for low drilling and powder costs,

resulting in poor fragmentation, has in turn resulted in lower power
shovel production, dipper life, dipper tooth life, crusher capacity,
crusher concave life, and an overall increase in maintenance costs.
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As indicated above, blasting costs cannot be evaluated by the cost
of the primary blasting operation alone, but costs must be evaluated in
relation to the end result of the total construction operation.

If the

operation is one of excavation only, fragmentation must be of a size that
will enable the loading and hauling machines to operate efficiently.
If the material is to be used as fill, fragmentation must be of a size
to meet maximum lift placement height, and allow for the efficient
utilization of available compaction equipment.
Where material is being obtained for further reduction in a
crushing operation, fragmentation must be of a size to maintain high
crusher capacity, and low crusher maintenance costs.

B.

THE COST BASIS
In the construction industry the basis of payment or cost for

excavation is in cubic yards of material in place.

The volume of all

material acceptably excavated as prescribed is normally determined by
the average-end area method, areas based on cross sections taken before
and after excavating.

Payment is then made in dollars per cubic yard

of material removed (21, p. 66).
The payment to the contractor is at the contract unit prices bid
for the various classes of excavation.

These prices and payments nor

mally constitute full compensation for excavating, hauling, and disposal.
The bid price includes all tools, labor, equipment, and incidentals
necessary to complete the item.

Drilling and blasting costs are only

part of the costs of grade excavation.

C.

WHAT ARE BLASTING COSTS
Detailed cost estimates are made by analysis of each operation.

The costs of excavation can be listed under four distinct operations:
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(11, P. 2).
Drilling
Primary Blasting
Secondary Blasting
Digging, Hauling and Disposal
The four operational areas can be further broken down into separate
cost areas:
Operating Costs
Cost of Materials and Supplies
Cost of Maintenance and Repair
This breakdown should insure that every cost item is included.

The

total of these cost items plus overhead and profit should give the
probable blasting cost.
While this study is primarily concerned with direct blasting costs,
it is necessary that subsequent operations be evaluated to observe how
the quality of blasting influences each operation.

As an example, the

rate of shovel production is quite apparently affected.

Technical

Bulletin No. 3 of the PCSA (27, p. 3) presents a table that lists hourly
shovel output in cubic yards for well blasted rock, and for poorly
blasted rock.

The information has been reproduced graphically so that

the variation in production rates can be visually compared (see Figure 3).
On examination it is apparent that on a sizable job, the additional
time to out-load poorly blasted rock could be very costly.

More effort

towards better fragmentation could be paid for by the savings on the
loading cycle (3, p. 293).
For an example calculation on how shovel production is affected by
the quality of blasting, see Appendix C .
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SHOVEL PRODUCTION RELATED TO QUALITY OF BLASTED ROCK

BUCKET CAPACITY CU. YDS.
FIGURE 3
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The estimator should undertake a detailed geological survey of the
district in which the work will be carried out.
available for this information.

There are many sources

Some of these are:

Experience
Topographic maps
Geological maps
Air photo maps
Air photos
Exploration drilling
Another source that has had a recent upsurge in the construction
industry is the employment of methods of seismic and electrical
resistivity surveys of job-site geology.

This method of sub-soil

surveys has an increasing number of advocates (16).

The method has

been used to predict if the underlying rock has to be blasted or if it
can be loosened by rippers pulled by tractors.
From the pre-engineering geological data the estimator is able to
establish an average depth of rock to grade in each cut area.

With this

knowledge, along with the specifications for the job, it will be possible
to begin planning the blasting operation.
Something must be said about the physical conditions of the rock and
how it influences the blast efficiency.

Because of the many variables

in rock physical characteristics, which include resiliency, hardness,
density, and presence of jointing and cleavage planes, it has been
necessary to suggest for convenience that the rock being blasted is a
homogeneous mass.

Of course this is not true.

But because of the many

different conditions encountered it has been suggested that the three
categories of Table I can be utilized to reduce the many variable
characteristics to only one (35, p. 100).

TABLE I
ROCK CLASSIFICATION
(35, p. 100)

HARD

MEDIUM

SOFT

Granite

Rhyolite

Altered Rocks

Aplite

Andesite

Serpentine

Syenite

Dacite

Gypsum

Diorite

Trachyte

Shales

Basalt

Phonolite

Rock Salt

Dolerite

Glossy volcanics

Anhydrite

Tuffs

Iron Ores

Flint

Sands tones

Sands tones

Quartz

Slates

Coal

Quartzite

Limes tones

licified Rocks

iceous hematite

Marble

Magnetite

Altered Rocks

Pyrrhotite

Iron Ores

Diabase

Dolomite
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While the three headings, hard, medium and soft conditions do
suggest varying states of solidness and compactness, there are other
characteristics implied.

The ready appearances of jointing and cracks

in a hard dense rock might call for classification of the mass as "soft"
in applications of the formulas.
broken.

Such a mass might be more easily

The continued weathering of rocks of a dense nature might make

them easier to break, thus placing them in either the medium or soft
column of Table I .
Rocks break along the jointing and cleavage planes. This character
istic can be useful in blasting practice and where possible, the joints
and planes should be considered when placing blast holes.
quarrying this is the practice.

In mining and

In highway grading the engineer planning

the highway location can give little consideration to the direction of
joints and planes of the rock in an area where excavation is necessary.
Often the design of the project might not be that which is in conformity
with an ideal blasting situation.
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D.

DRILLING
Since hand-held drilling is normally utilized only for secondary

blasting in highway grade construction, it will not be dealt with
further here.

One thing that should be kept in mind is the necessity

of having hand—held machines available to handle secondary blasthole
drilling.
then.

Even the best planned blasts may turn up a boulder now and

The hand-held drill is the most efficient tool to handle this

smaller operation.
Wagon drills and heavier drills mounted on tracks are the types of
equipment most often utilized on highway blasthole drilling.
drills require an air source such as a mobile air compressor.

Wagon
Some

smaller "air trac" crawler mounted drills also require mobile air
compressors for air supply.

The larger crawler mounted drills have an

internal power source and an air compressor mounted on the u nit.
Due to the vast differences in costs and capabilities among drilling
machines, the size and scope of the project should be analyzed carefully
before renting or purchasing the drilling equipment.
Wagon drills can drill small diameter holes of medium depth.

Be

cause of the small size of the drifter mounted on the wagon frame, the
unit has a limited drilling capacity.

When blast hole diameters exceed

2% inches the rate of drilling decreases rapidly.

This is graphically

shown in Figure 4 (28, p. 68).
Blast hole drilling costs per foot drilled increase proportionally
to the increase in hole diameter.

This is illustrated in Figure 5.

The

curve represents an average of cost per foot for blast hole drilling for
varying degrees of rock hardness, hole depth and size of drilling
operations (13, p. 8:30-33-36).
As the curve represents the variance of costs under many con
ditions, it can be utilized for estimating drilling costs in any
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DIAMETER

SOFT ROCK

A

MEDIUM ROCK

□

HARD ROCK

Q

WAGON DRILLING RATES
FIGURE 4
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locality.

While costs vary from locality to locality, it can be assumed

that the average effort to drill holes of equal diameter is the same.
Thus by applying a known estimated drilling cost for a given diameter to
the curve of Figure 5, it is possible to compute estimated costs for
blast holes of other diameters.
While the size of blast holes can vary from job to job, many con
tractors tend to use a fixed diameter.

This could be due to their

capitol investment in drilling equipment of a particular size.

Another

reason presented is the experience and success realized during past pro
jects utilizing a constant hole diameter (29) .
In Sweden it has been found that the most success on open-cut
blasts has been obtained with 3 to 3% inch blast holes (13, p. 8:30-35).
One prominent field representative of a major explosive manufacturer
recommends a 3% inch blast hole for highway grade construction (29).

E.

NECESSARY PRE-ENGINEERING DATA
A certain amount of guess work is involved in rock excavation due

to the lack of pre-engineering data about the geological area of the
project.

The contractor usually looks at the rock in the job area, and

from its graining he estimates the probable hardness.

However, it does

not follow that the underlying rock is identical to that exposed to view.
The way the rock will shatter cannot be predicted accurately without a
test blast.
Accurate foreknowledge of the materials to be met in excavation for
highway cuts will not only assist in accurate cost estimating by engi
neers, but also in the preparation of bids by contractors based on care
fully planned construction methods. Expenditures of money on careful
preliminary work pays good dividends (19, p. 612).
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BLAST DESIGN FORMULAS

The many variables influencing blasting results indicate the need
for a formula or some other aid to reduce the problem of cost esti
mating to an easily understood, and easily computed calculation of the
blast design.

The blasting ratios advocated by Ash (5,

6

) have been

selected for further application to solve the problem.
These ratios have been compared with the other formulas presented
in the review of literature and were found to give approximately the
same end result.

The apparent difference between the ratios and pre

viously presented formulas was the simplicity of the ratios compared
to the complexity of the other formulas. Some formulas required ex
plosive parameters such as:

peak explosion pressure, rate of explosive

detonation, and the ultimate tensile strength of the particular rock en
countered.

The unknown parameters require that more time and effort be

expended in their solution than are usually available for a cost
estimate•
Because of the limitation on the capabilities of the drilling and
loading machines normally utilized in highway blasting it has been
necessary to limit the depth of lift to thirty feet.

While there are

cases of lifts much deeper than thirty feet it has been found that the
efficiency of drilling and loading operations are limited to lifts less
than thirty feet (10, p. 416).

If the total depth of cut is deeper,

then the operation will be approached using more than one lift of from
ten to twenty feet.
In the review of literature, the ratios and relationships between
blast hole dimensions, as recommended by Ash, were presented.

It was

suggested that B, the Burden, varied from 1.7 to 3.3 times the explosive
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hole diameter, the answer being in feet.
when blasting dense hard rock.

A lower figure will be used

A upper figure can be used when en

countering a light soft type of rock.
apply to rock of the medium type.

The average value of 2.5 would

For a list of rocks by name and

classification, as to hard, medium or soft, see Table I (35, p. 100).
The recommended spacing, S, varies from one to two times the Burden,
B, the lower value applying to delayed blasts, the upper value to
simultaneous firing.

S = 1.5B is an average that will apply to most

blasting conditions (6 ) .
Ash also suggests that the above values apply as long as the
value, hole depth H divided by burden, B, varies generally from one to
four. Below

= 1 or above about

may not apply.

These ratios were derived to apply to an average ex

= 4 the limits given to the burden

plosive of a stick count of approximately 130.
The amounts of minimum subdrilling, or J = 1/3B, and minimum
stemming, or T = 2/3B are also advocated.

The selected amount of sub

drilling would insure that there would be no "toe" above the grade line
after the blast.

The amount of stemming recommended would limit the

violence and rock throw of the blast.
It is possible to express the Ash geometric ratios as variables of
the explosive diameter, De . When applying the ratios in this manner the
explosive occupies the entire cross-sectional area of the blast hole.
Therefore, De, the explosive diameter and D , the blast hole diameter
ft
will be considered the same size throughout the rest of the discussion.
If the amount of stemming is held constant for a given burden
value, as the depth of hole becomes deeper the amount of explosive to
unit volume of rock surrounding the blast hole increases.

For economy,

the amount of explosive per hole is reduced as the K„ value is increased.
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The amount reduced is as suggested by Langefors (13, p. 6:05-19) (see
Figure

6

) and should still result in well blasted rock desired for

efficient excavation.

Utilizing the Ash ratios and adjusting according

to Langefors, formulas can thus be developed for the three rock con
ditions and are given by Tables II, III and IV.
ships are presented in Figures 7,

8

and 9.

Plots of the relation

The basic derivations or that

for medium rock conditions are presented in Appendix B.
Each

value from one to nine has its own formulas to compute

unknown quantities required to estimate costs.
"which

The question arises,

value applies in a particular case?"

The question can be answered by an analysis of the known factors.
First, the character of the rock has been determined from the pre
engineering data and from the geologic study.
rock has been established.

Also, the depth of the

The specifications prescribe the grade line.

The average depth of cut is known from the drawings.
Knowing the average depth of cut, L, and the diameter of hole, D„,
£1

that can be drilled by the available equipment it is possible to find
the Kg value for medium rock from Figure

8

, if we assume De = DH . If

the value of K^ falls between whole numbers, direct interpolotion can
be applied to the formula list for correct values. Figures 7 and 9 can
be utilized when encountering soft or hard rock conditions, as the case
may b e .
Once the

value has been determined the appropriate set of

formulas can be utilized to arrive at blast hole dimensions, layout, and
yields.

The amount of charge per blast hole can also be calculated.

On the assumption that Kg = 1.5, Figure 10 can be used to read
directly the Burden and Spacing dimensions for hard, medium and soft
rock conditions for any given blast hole diameter.

*H

PER CENT CHARGE IN EXCESS PER
HOLE FOR COLUMN LOADING
(13, p. 6:05-19)
FIGURE

6
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TABLE II
FORMULAS FOR MEDIUM ROCK
BALANCED CONDITIONS

B = BURDEN = 2.5 De FT.

T = STEMMING = 2/3B = 1.67 De FT.

S = SPACING = 1.5B = 3.75De FT.

J = SUBDRILLING = 1/3B = 0.83 De FT.

L = DEPTH OF LIFT FT.

PC = POWDER COLUMN FT.

H = DEPTH OF HOLE FT.

Vr /H = VOLUME OF ROCK PER HOLE YD.'
E = CHARGE PER HOLE, LBS.

De = EXPLOSIVE DIAMETER IN.

H = DEPTH OF HOLE RATIO H
B
S.C. = STICK COUNT CARTRIDGES 1%" x 8 " IN 50 LB. BOX OF EXPLOS]

PF = POWDER FACTOR LBS./YD .3

PC

E

PF

H

L

1

2.5De

1.67De

0.83De

0.58D3
e

39.8 D 3
e
s .c.

68.7
S .C.

2

5De

4.17De

3.33De

1.49D3
e

160D3
e
S .C.

107.3
S.C.

3

7.5De

6.67De

5.83De

2.31D3
e

210D3
e
S.C.

90.8
S .C.

4

lODe

9.17De

8.33De

3.18D3
e

204

3
e
S .C.

64.2
S.C.

5

12.5De

11.67De

10.83De

4.05D3
e

177.2D3
e
S.C.

43.8
S .C.

6

15De

14.17 De

13.33De

4.92D3
e

150D3
e
S .C.

30.5
S.C.

* 7

17.5De

16.67De

I5.83De

5.82D'

152.2D"
______ e
S.C.

26.2
S.C.

* 8

20De

19.17De

18.33De

6.67D'
e

17 6 D 3
e
S.C.

26.4
S.C.

* 9

22.5De

21.67De

20.83De

7 .53De

200D3
e
S.C.

26.6
S .C.

kh

*

*Shown for illustrative purposes.

VR/H
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TABLE III
FORMULAS FOR HARD ROCK
BALANCED CONDITIONS

B = BURDEN = 2 De FT.

T = STEMMING = 2/3 B = 1.33 De FT.

S = SPACING = 1.5B = 3 De FT.

J = SUBDRILLING = 1/3B = 0.67 De FT.

L = DEPTH OF LIFT FT.

PC = POWDER COLUMN FT.

v R/R = VOLUME OF ROCK FOR HOLE Y D .3

H = DEPTH OF HOLE FT.
De = EXPLOSIVE DIAMETER IN.

E = CHANGE PER HOLE LBS.

PF = POWDER FACTOR LBS./YD .3

K^ = DEPTH OF HOLE RATIO H
B
x 8 " IN 50 LB. BOX OF EXPLOSIVES

S.C. = STICK COUNT CARTRIDGES

kr

H

L

iv
PC

v

R/H

E

PF

1

2De

1.33De

0.67De

0.295De3

32.2De3
S.C.

109
S.C.

2

4De

3.33De

2 .67De

0.74De3

128De3
S.C.

173
S.C.

3

6 De

5.33De

4.67De

1.184De3

168De3
S.C.

142
S.C.

4

8 De

7.33De

6.67 De

1.63De3

163De3
S.C.

S.C.

100

5

lODe

9 .33De

8.67De

2.07De3

141.5De3
S.C.

68.3
S.C.

6

12De

11.33De

10.67De

2 .52De3

120.3De3
S.C.

47 .8
S.C.

*7

14De

13.33De

12 .67De

2 .97De3

121.6 De3
S.C.

41
S.C.

*

8

16De

15 ,33De

1 4 .67De

3.41De3

141De3
S.C.

41.3
S.C.

*

9

18De

17.33De

16.67De

3.86De3

160De3
S.C.

41.4
S.C.

*

*Shown for illustrative purposes.

TABLE IV
FORMULAS FOR SOFT ROCK
BALANCED CONDITIONS

B = BURDEN = 3 De FT.

T = STEMMING = 2/3 B * 2 De F T .

S = SPACING = 1.5B = 4.5De

J = SUBDRILLING = 1/3 B = De FT
PC - POWDER COLUMN FT.

L = DEPTH OF LIFT FT.

VR/R = VOLUME OF ROCK PER HOLE YD.

H = DEPTH OF HOLE F T .

E = CHANGE PER HOLE LBS.

De = EXPLOSIVE DIAMETER IN.
PF = POWDER FACTOR LBS./YD •

3

= DEPTH OF HOLE RATIO
B

S.C. = STICK COUNT CARTRIDGES l \ "

8"

IN 50 LB. BOX OF EXPLOS

V
VR/H

E

PF

H

L

1

3De

2De

De

1.33De3

48De3
S.C.

36.1
S.C.

2

6 De

5De

4De

2 ,50De3

192De3
S.C.

76.8
S.C.

3

9De

8 De

7De

4 .OODe3

252De3
S.C.

63
S .C.

4

12De

UDe

lODe

5.lODe3

245De3
S.C.

48
S.C.

5

15De

14De

13De

7.OODe3

212.5De3
S .C.

30.4
S .C.

6

18De

17De

16De

8.52De3

180De3
S .C.

S .C.

*H

*

x

PC

21.2

* 7

2 IDe

20De

19De

10.OODe3

182De3
S .C.

18.2
S.C.

*

8

24De

23De

22De

11.50De3

21 IDe 3
S.C.

18.3
S.C.

*

9

27De

26De

25De

13.OODe3

240De3
S.C.

18.5
S.C.

*Shown for illustrative purposes

SOFT ROCK

MEDIUM ROCK

HARD ROCK

34

1333 MI 13PI 30 HXJ3Q - 1
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De - Blasthole Diameter
(when De = D )
ri

Hard Rock Conditions
B - Burden
Medium Rock Conditions
Soft Rock Conditions

S - Spacing
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Additional formulas that are useful for estimating quantities in
a highway through-cut follow:
V c - (N-1) 1.1 + .

2

(See Appendix B for derivations) .

)V,M

C = Nn

2S
n *

<W 1 + w2 > + 1
2S

fd

= CH

Where:
= Volume of the cut, yds.
N = Number of rows of blast holes in the cut
n = Number of blast holes in a row
C = Total number of blast holes
Fp = Feet of drilled blast hole
H = Depth of blast hole, Ft.
= Volume of rock per blast hole, yd.'
S = Spacing between blast holes, Ft.
= Width of cut at surface, Ft.
= Width of cut at grade line, Ft.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM

This is an example of how the formulas previously presented can be
applied to a given highway through-cut rock excavation.

The formulas

will enable an engineer to arrive at the layout of the blastholes, the
amount of the drilling necessary, and the amount of explosive material
needed to do the job (see Figure 11).

MEDIUM ROCK CONDITIONS:
Given:

Volume of cut =36,660 yd.

w^ = 110 ft.
1*2 ~

3

Average depth of lift = 20 ft.

100 ft.

Diameter of explosive, De = 3 in.
Explosive to be used - 65% ammonia dynamite,
S.C. 130.

From Figure

:

8

Kjj = 3

Therefore, formulas for
B = 2.5 De

= 3 in Table II apply

S = 3.75 De

VR/H = 2.31 De 3

= (2.5) (3)

= (3.75) (3)

- (2.31) (27)

= 7.5 ft.

= 11.25 ft.

3
= 62.4 yd.'

N = (V ) 2S
c __
(W1 + w2)

+ 1 =

<VR/H)

(36,600) (2) (11,25) + 1
(210)
(62.4)

N = 64 rows of blastholes in the through-cut
n = w^ +
2S

1 * 2

+

1

= (2 1 0 )
+ 1 = 9.45 + 1 = 10.45
(2) (11.25)
Use 11 blastholes in a row

C = Nn = (64) (11) = 704 blastholes
E total =

amount °f explosive = EC

- (210) (3) 3 (704)
130
30,700 lbs.

65% Ammonia Dynamite
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EXAMPLE THROUGH-CUT
De = 3 in.

B = 2.5 De = 7.5 ft.

L = 6.67 De = 20 ft.

S = 3.75 De = 11.25 ft.

H = 7.5 De = 22.5 ft.

SECTION VIEW
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FIGURE 11
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H = 7.5 De - 22.5 ft.
Fq = CH = (704) (22.5)
= 15,820 feet of drilling of 3 in. blastholes.
By applying local costs of material and labor to the amount of
explosives, caps, and drilling required, a cost estimate is partially
prepared.

Assume approximately ten minutes per blasthole to prepare

the charge. This will take two men working at local rates.
An approximate amount should be included for overhead and profit.
The amount to be included for these two values will vary with the
locality, the size of the project and the amount of risk involved.
Overhead would include such things as safety facilities, special
insurance, etc.
The example presented represents only one cut along a highway right
of way that might have many other such cuts to be considered and computed
separately.
The type of rock encountered can greatly affect the blasting cost.
At the same time the judgment of the estimator as to the type of rock
encountered will have a tremendous impact on the size of the estimated
cost.

By applying both soft and hard rock conditions to the example

through-cut problem this can be illustrated.

HARD ROCK CONDITIONS:
The given data is the same as before with the exception hard rock
conditions apply.

From Figure 9:

^

= 3.7.

Because

falls between

whole numbers it is necessary to employ direct interpolation to the
Formulas of Table III to obtain needed data
B - 2 De

S = 1.5B - 3De

(2) (3)

- (3) (3)

ft.

9 ft.

6

VR/R =

By interpolation
[l.l84 + .7 (1.63 - 1.184)]

= (1.184 +1 .312) "(3)'
" 3
*= 40.4 yd.'3

De'
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N = Vc 2S___________ + 1 = ( 3 6 , 6 6 0 )
(wx + w 2) (VR/H)
(210)

(9)
(40.4)

+ 1 = 76.8 + 1 = 77.8

(2)

N = 77.8, use 78 rows of blastholes in through-cut
n = (w

+ w ) + 1 - (210)
+ 1 = 11.65 + 1 = 12.65
(2) (9)
Use 13 blastholes in a row

C = Nn = (78) (13) = 1014 blastholes
By interpolation
ICl68 + .7 (163-168)1
-- ------ s ±

E. . . = EC =
total

- (168 - 3.51 (313 m
130
=

H =

34,500 lbs.

„
De^C

m

65% ammonia dynamite

By interpolation
+ .7 (8 -6 )] De = 7.4 (3) = 22.2 ft.

((6

FD = CH = (1014) (22.2)
= 22,700 feet of drilling of 3 in. blastholes.

SOFT ROCK CONDITIONS:
From Figure 7:
B - 3 De

= 2.55

S = 1.5B = 4.5 De

=

(3) (3)

-

=

9 ft.

= 13.5 ft.

VR/R =

(4.5) (3)

By interpolation
((2.5 + .55 (4-25)J

=

(2.5+

=

89.8 y d .3

,
DeJ

.835) (3) 3 - (3.325) (27)

N = Vc2S___________ + 1 (36.660) (2) (27) + 1 = 52 .4 + 1 = 5 3 .4
(w ! + w 2) VR/R
(210)
(89.8)
N = 53.4, use 54 rows of blast holes
n = (w

+w ) +
■2S ..

1 = (210)
+1
(2) (13.5)

in through-cut
=7.8 + 1 = 8 . 8
Use 9 blast holes in a row

C = Nn = (54) (9) = 486 blastholes

E

= EC =
totai

f(192) + .55 (252 - 192)1
S.C.

De3 C

= (192 + 33) (3) 3 (486)
130
= 27,700 lbs.

65% ammonia dynamite
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H =

By interpolation
J6 + .55 (9-6)1
De “ 7 .65 (3) = 22.95

F q = CH = (486) (22.95)
= 11,300 feet of drilling of 3 inch blastholes.

COSTS:
To compare costs of blasting in hard, medium and soft rock with
blast holes of varying diameters, recent representative prices and wages
were obtained from references 12 and 29 as follows:
Diameter D^
Drilling (12, p. 3 &
Figure 5)

Soft

Hard

Medium

2.5 in.

.231/ft .

.283/ft.

.368/ft.

3.0 in.

.297/ft .

.363/ft.

.474/ft.

3.5 in.

.330/ft.

.403/ft.

.527/ft.

65% Ammonia Dynamite (29) —

.2025/lb./over 30,000 lbs. lots

Caps, delay (29) -----------

,625/each/5,000-20,000 lots

Charging, 10 minutes per hole
2 men @ 2.71^/50 min. hour -- $1.09/hole
(Assumed)
Table V shows a comparison of cost estimates resulting from applying
the above price and wage rates.

As seen by comparing the cost of

blasting in the three rock types, the importance of judgment is still a
factor in estimating costs.

The type of rock can vary the costs of

excavating a given volume a great deal.

Blasting hard rock can cost

over twice what it would cost for blasting soft rock.

This was true

for 2.5 and 3.5 explosive diameters as well as the 3.0 inch diameter.
The estimator must employ his pre-engineering data to arrive at a sound
judgment as to the type of rock to be encountered.
The sensitivity of the resultant estimate to changes in the
diameter of the explosive can be demonstrated by utilizing a 2.5 inch
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TABLE V
COMPARATIVE COSTS

2.5 Inch Diameter
Soft Rock

Medium Rock

Hard Rock

Drilling
Explosives
Caps
Charging

$3310.00
3690.00
362.00
632.00

$5420.00
4380.00
548.00
955.00

$11,410.00
5,120.00
863.00
1,503.00

Total

$7994.00

$11,303.00

$18,896.00

$0,218

$0,309

$0,517

0.497

0.592

0.690

3
Cost/yd.

3
Powder factor lbs./yd.

3.0 Inch Diameter
Soft Rock

Medium Rock

Hard Rock

Drilling
Explosives
Caps
Charging

$3370.00
4600.00
303.00
528.00

$5740.00
6220.00
440.00
767.00

$10,770.00
6,980.00
634.00
1.105.00

Total

$8801.00

$13,167.00

$19,489.00

$0,240

$0,359

$0,532

0.757

0.838

0.942

3
Cost/yd.
3

Powder factor lbs./yd.

3.5 Inch Diameter
Soft Rock

Medium Rock

Hard Rock

Drilling
Explosives
Caps
Charging

$2870.00
5060.00
225.00
392.00

$4550.00
6175.00
298.00
520.00

Total

$8547.00

$11,543.00

$18,155.00

$0,233

$0,315

$0,495

0.682

0.832

1.088

Cost/yd.

3

$

8830.00
8080.00
453.00
792.00

3
Powder factor lbs./yd.
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and a 3.5 inch diameter explosive to compute costs for the given example
through-cut.
viously.

Costs were computed in the same manner illustrated pre

Soft, medium and hard rock conditions were considered in each

case.
Within a rock classification, costs between explosive diameters
varied less than 15%.

This was more evident in the soft rock zone.

In soft rock the 2.5 inch diameter has the smallest estimated costs,
while a 3.0 inch diameter explosive has the largest costs.
In the medium rock classification, the difference in estimates
still ranged from the least estimate with a 2.5 inch diameter explosive
to the larger estimate utilizing a 3.0 inch diameter explosive.

How

ever, the percentage of difference in costs between diameters was larger,
with approximately a 14% difference between 2.5 inches and 3.0 inches.
There was only a 2% difference in the computed estimates for 2.5 inch
and 3.5 inch diameter explosive under the medium classification.
For hard rock conditions the percentage of variance in cost
estimates was quite similar to that found in the medium rock conditions.
The variance in estimates between rock classifications for the same
explosive diameter was approximately 25%, with soft rock conditions re
sulting in the least estimate in all cases.

This resulted in the cost

estimates from soft to hard rock being over two times as great.
In each rock classification area, the 3.0 inch diameter explosive
resulted in the highest estimated cost.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A.

SUMMARY
The purpose of this investigation was to determine an easily under

stood and easily applied method of estimating the costs of the blasting
portion of highway grade construction.

A method has been presented,

utilizing previously investigated blasting relationships presented by
Ash and Pearse (5,

6 ).

The data presented is limited to depths of cut down to thirty feet,
using a diameter of blast holes not in excess of five inches.
It would appear that when a more dense explosive is used, the
spacing and burden distances should be adjusted toward the upper limit
of the variance.

A similar adjustment could be made when a lighter

explosive is employed, bringing the distance toward the lower limit.
It should be kept in mind that the blast hole dimensions presented
are only approximate, but can be utilized for estimating purposes.

But

once the work has commenced, there must be an initial period where the
estimated distances and amounts of explosives are employed and later
adjusted to meet actual encountered conditions.
As stated previously, the exact sub-surface conditions and blasting
resistance of the rock will be revealed once the job has begun.
However, this does not preclude a vigorous pre-engineering investi
gation to determine the quality of the rock as correctly as possible.
The importance of choosing the correct rock classification before esti
mating is clearly seen from the variance in cost computed in the example.
Use of the ratios resulted in an apparent increase in the powder
factor as the explosive diameter increased.

This indicates that the
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method of utilizing an arbitrary powder factor dependent only on the
rock condition is not sufficient to do the job.

The powder factor is

meaningless except as an after the fact indication of explosive ex
pended per unit volume of rock during the course of excavation.
The increase in powder factor with an increase in explosive
diameter evidenced in the example estimates could explain why so much
success has been realized with 3.0 to 3.5 inch blast holes (13, p. 8:30-35).
There is more powder present, thus, more potential energy available per
unit volume of rock to be fragmented.

Also,the computed estimates show

a reduced overall drilling cost for the example excavation as the blast
hole diameter was increased, due to the fact that fewer holes are re
quired when the larger holes are used.
R. L. Peurifoy has found from analyzing the rock excavation pro
jects that the cost of the various operations average:
and blasting, 22.4% loading, and 47.2% for hauling (26).

30.4% drilling
In most texts

and handbooks on construction estimates and methods a great deal of
attention is given to the efficiency and planning of the loading and
hauling operations while there is very little consideration given to the
drilling and blasting effort.
It is evident that since the drilling and blasting operation
averages 30% of the total cost and has a considerable impact on the costs
of the subsequent operations, closer attention must be given to the
subsequent operations, closer attention must be given to the estimating
of the drilling and blasting costs.

The formulas presented here may be

of significant help in this situation.

B.

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of this study the following conclusions may be drawn:
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1.

The blast dimensions used to prepare the cost estimate will have to

be adjusted at the job site to meet the actual conditions of the rock
encountered as the through-cut project progresses.
2.

It is most important that sound judgment must be employed in

determining the nature of the rock to be blasted.

The variance of over

twice the cost from soft to hard rock conditions could be financially
ruinous if the smaller amount was used for bidding purposes, while the
actual situation called for hard rock cost estimates.
3.

The variation in powder factor resulting from an increase in explosive

diameter renders the powder factor meaningless except for an after-job
evaluation of the amount of explosive expended per unit volume of rock.
As a method of estimating the amount of explosive required before hand
it is not sufficiently accurate for estimating purposes.
4.

The cost estimates computed utilizing the presented method will give

realistic results that can be used for either preparation or evaluation
of construction bid s .

C . RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that a study be made investigating the influence
of the utilization of explosives of densities other than the average 130
stick count on the blast dimension ratios recommended by Ash and Pearse
(5,

6

, 23).

The results of such a study could then be included in the

cost estimating method presented, to give the method more flexibility.

APPENDIX A

TABLE OF SYMBOLS

B - Burden, ft.
C - Total number of blast holes in through-cut
de - Explosive loading density, lbs./lineal ft. of blast hole
De - Diameter of explosive, in.
Dg - Diameter of blast hole, in.
E - Quantity of explosive per blast hole, lb.
Etotal ” Q uantity

explosive in through-cut, lb.

Fp - Total amount of drilling, ft.
H - Depth of blast hole, ft.
J - Depth of subdrilling, ft.
- Burden ratio
- Depth of hole ratio
Kj - Subdrilling ratio
Kg - Spacing ratio
Kp - Stemming ratio
L - Depth of lift, ft.
N - Total number of rows of blast holes in through-cut
n - Number of blast holes in a row
P.C. - Length explosive column, ft.
P e - Peak explosion pressure of the explosive, PSI
3

P.f. - Powder factor, lbs./yd.
S - Spacing between blast holes, ft.
S.C. - Stick count, number 1%" to

8"

cartridges in 50 lbs.

T - Stemming length, ft.

3
V

G

- Volume of through-cut to be excavated, yd.

R/H

- Volume of rock per blast hole, yd.

3

- Width of through-cut at ground surface, ft.
v*2 - Width of through-cut at grade line, ft.

APPENDIX B

Example Calculations :
Medium rock conditions, where

= 4

B = 2.5 De ft.
S = 1.5B = 1.5 (2.5) (De) = 3.75 De ft.
T = 2/3B = 2/3(2.5)De = 1.67 De ft.
J = 1/3B = 1/3(2.5)De = 0.83 De ft.
H = 4B = (4) (2.5) De - 10 De ft.
L = H - J
= 10 De - 0.83 De
= 9.17 De ft.
P.C. - H-T
= 10 De - 1.67 De
= 8.33 De ft.
VR/H

= L X B X S
27
= (9.17 De) (2.5 De) (3.75 De)
27
= 3.18 De 3 y d .3

E = de X P.C. X Excess factor (From Figure
E = 48 De2 x 8.33 De x .51
S.C.
= 204 De 3
S .C.
P.F. = _E__

- 204 De 3 ________

VR/H

S.C. x 3.18 De 3

P.F. ° 64.2
S.C.

lb./yd .3

6)

Volume of Section =(w^ +

L X B

2

27

V
= L X B X S
VR/H
27
Substitute:
Volume of Section = (w^ +
2

Volume of Section X number of rows = Volume of through-cut
Number of rows = Volume of through-cut
Volume of Section
N = Vc 2S_________ + 1

("l + ”2> VR/H
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APPENDIX C

Example of how loading capacity is affected by the quality of
fragmentation of the blasted rock being loaded.
The given volume of rock in place is 100,000 cubic yards.
60% swell when the rock is blasted.

Assume

Neglect job management conditions

Rate sources are as indicated.
Total Volume, 1000,000 x 1.60

= 160,000 c u . yd.

Shovel, operator, and oiler (25)

= $37.52 per hour
Well Blasted

Shovel rates (27)

275 cu. yd./hr.

Poorly Blasted
195 cu. yd./hr.

Hours to load
Well Blasted

160,000 *f 275

Poorly Blasted

160,000 ~r 195

581 hr.

821 hr

$21,800

$30,800

$0.136/yd.

$0.193/yd

Cost for job
Well Blasted

581 x $37.52

Poorly Blasted

821 x $37.52

Cost per cu. yd.
Well Blasted

$21,800 -r 160,000

Poorly Blasted

$30,800 ~ 160,000

3
Conclusion:

It would cost a contractor $0.057/yd.

or 29.5% more to

load poorly blasted rock than to load well blasted rock for this
example.
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